Manor to Get New- Cafe
Changes in store for the vernerable dorm.

I

by Jamie Newman

~
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A place for people on North Campus to eat has
seemed like a necessary addition to a vastly growing school
like Bard. The administration has finally answered the call of
the lazy bohemian and begun preliminary stages of building
a cafe in the space of the Manor lounge. Although Manor
has been a cherished student space for decades, the
administration believes it is the perfect location for a new
dining area. Despite Jim Brudvig's assumed Jove for the
stench of beer. the Robbins lounge area leaves some things
to be desired as a sanitary eating facility. The proposed
cafe 1s said to be the type of establishment where opera
singers and Bard rugby players can coexist over a warm
scone.
Some die-hard Bardians have rejected the idea,
but despite the "un bounded" power of the current student
body, the cafe is being built indefinitely, a statement that
has been echoed by the B trio of Botstein, Brudvig and
Barnes.
In a conversation with Jim Brudvig, he assured the
Observer that Manor will remain a dorm and will maintain
its status as a space for students. However, the fact that
Bard students will have to learn to coexist with other people
1s undeniable. They might to acknowledge the existence
of other life in the world. The Performing arts Center on
north campus will draw a crowd similar to one found in
the Chelsea gallery circuit in New York City; cultured
types. Jim Brudvig told the Observer that he has been in
contact with Laura Pinciero, one of the principle chefs's
at Gigi (an upscale restaurant in Rhinebeck}. They have
discussed forming an independent venture with a
renowned European chef in hope of recreating a
"European cafe". Despite an inherent Jack of overtly rude
French waiters. it looks as thought Bard will have enough
pseudo Euro-trash by next fall to fit the bill.
Brudv1g says that the demolition of Manor lounge will
start 1n the beginning of April. The architects who have
been hired to work on the cafe have drawn up preliminary design. Fred Barnes assured the Observer, "The construction will
be less obtrusive that the
student's perception." The
original integrity of the building 1s not supposed to
change, most
of the significant changes
seem to be on
the interior.
Both Jim
Brudv1g and
Fred Barnes
have said that
there are no concrete plans yet for the look of the cafe, but
it sounds as though students should expect an eleven on a
trendy scale of one to ten. Jim Brudvig also added, there will
be an arranged dining area (where triple on the first floor
was) and a bar area, perhaps, (for those who are legal},
that's a concept." He continued, "But this is not a restaurant. this 1s an alternative food service. That's how it's going
to be advertised." "The most important issue with the cafe is
how 1t will impact the main lounge area in Manor," Brudvig
added. The lounge will have to be used as a dining area, but
the administration is trying to find a way of somehow main-
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taining a place for the students. Brudvig
says that additional lounge space might
have to be carved out of the existing
kitchen in Manor. The cafe's kitchen will
be in what was previously Fred Barnes'
apartment in the dorm. Rather than allowing workers to build around him Fred has
moved out of the apartment.
Fred Barnes has been evicted from his
luxurious Manor apartment. Luckily rather
than sleeping in his office in Brooks
house, he will be moving into John Kelly's
old house on Annandale road. Barnes told
the Observer: "I am happy to be moving to
a more centralized location on campus,
but it is going to take a little adjustment."
His main concern is actually for his mammoth dog/horse, who will have to be care- Manor might look like this after construction
ful of oncoming traffic on Annandale road.
did not seem to think this would have an impact on Bard
Students sh"oulq be advised that there will now be yet anothStudents. With all the PAC traffic being directed by way of
er obstacle for drunk drivers and any harm that comes to
the Manor road (atop Robbins Road), it might mean having
the animal will be paid for in blood, (these words were not
a security shed to check ID's at the entrance to the road.
actually uttered by Barnes, but you could see it in his eyes}.
Bard is a school that has been in constant flux for the last
£ / "I know everything,• five
years. Buildings have gone up on campus quicker than
exclaimed Fred
suburban subdivisions in Middle America and there is a conBarnes 1n an 1nterstant debate over the fine line between necessary construcview on Tuesday.
tion and superfluous expansion of the college. However, as
He seemed sincere
Fred Barnes noted; "the PAC will generate a Jot of jobs for
rather about this
students. • Maybe some of them will even pay more than
proclamation. But
the infinitesimal $ 5.15/ hour rate students currently
instead of asking
receive.
him about the
It appears as though a cafe in Manor is imminent. Fred
meaning of life, I
Barnes has told the Observer constructive criticism will be
proceeded to ask
considered by the administration. He did add that he will
him more about the
not tolerate pissing and/or moaning, so concerned students
Manorcafe. Barnes
should be advised to wear diapers.
says that the cafe
As the days of the old Bard seem to be coming to an end, it
will be a
appears that the freewheeling campus environment that
needed add1t1on to
Bard was notorious for can no longer exist. As campuses all
the north campus
over the country are cracking down on petty crimes like
area. And as Jim
underage drinking, Bard has followed the lead of other instiBrudvig said, "if
tutions in their own way and actually has begun questioning
people are going
the intentions of visitors from the neighboring areas. After
want to eat coffee
some brief crackdowns on drinking on campus ee"7 \ntt.e
and pastry they're
year, it seems that the school has gone back to looking the
going to need a place to do it, We can 't have
other way so Jong as the students do not resort to the viopeople trying to eat pizza in the Performing
lent and belligerent drunkenness that it is so common at
Art Center. Fred Barnes believes that the cafe
some colleges. The school is entering an era of prominence
will help prevent overcrowding in the campus
in the academic comrriunity and has begun a new regime
center (overcrowding has been a huge probthat will stress a more rounded curriculum . While the cliche
lem for the last couple of years), and also proof the student body's mathematical ineptitude 1s still going
vide another dining option on campus. While
strong, it appears that every day
there have been
~~.,,. another student remembers how to
some incident with
count to ten.
unwanted visitors
Botstein's utopian vision works in mysto school events,
¥
terious ways and it appears he was
Barnes said, "the PAC will draw a ~L.;,t\;~
looking at a scone when he decided to
more respectful crowd". "My
;_~;.;.
build a cafe in the first floor of Manor.
understanding is that non-stuTen students lost their rooms mid-year
dent related things are going to
i in the only classy joint on campus and
1
tend to take place when school is
they are going to have to grin and bear
not in session. But, you have to
it. However, students should be happy
figure this is a building that is the
that there is no indication that Manor
only one of it's kind on the east
will ever be a bed and breakfast as
coast and people are going to
some had specu lated . As Botstein may
come to look at it," Barnes
possibly exclaim at the grand opening,
explained about the Gehry building. He stressed the im por'let them eat scones!"
tance of heightened security measures for visitors, but he
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New Plans to Pump You Up
- -

-

Pumping-up the Gym with a 15 Million Dollar Expansion Plan

I

by Kate Waters

I

H old the phone, where did Bard put that 15 million dollars?
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Hell, it won't matter once Bard has a new indoor rock-climbing center as part of Phase Ill of
the gym expansion project (GEP) gets underway. The project is scheduled for approval by
the Board of Trustees sometime in May 2003.
Phase I of the GEP will expand the back of the Stevenson Gymnasium to include a new fitness center for activities like aerobics, yoga and self defense classes. In addition to these
renovations, the old squash courts, no longer up to international standards in size. will be
removed and four new courts will be put in their place.
Phase II features a new field house complete with classrooms and a wellness
training center. The architectural plans for this project are still under debate, yet plans
include an indoor track as well as 3 indoor basketball courts, which will also serve as an
indoor soccer field . The field house would replace the tennis courts, which will be moved
towards the compost pile. The soccer field will then be lighted, which will allow night games
.
as well as post-night game parties.
The almighty Phase !II of the GEP is to build a three-sided rock-climbing wall.
Phase Ill also affects the aquatic ce"nter (the pool), as a slide (!) will be added. These plans
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are currently in their embryo status.
"The new gym will create greater enthusiasm for active students to come to Bard
for unique opportunities such as the three sided rock-climbing center, which will make Bard
unlike any other college in this region." said Chris Hall of the Athletics Department.
"With more new indoor facilities, this will make it easier to train through the winter.
Expanding the Gymnasium will make Bard on par with similar colleges of our academic
structure, and create more opportunities to be active on campus," she said.
The Board of Trustees will be presented with the idea in May, having invited Neil
Austrian , President of the National Football League (NFL) to join the Board after his resignation from Swarthmore College.
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Size Matters ...

Cannan is Back in the Saddle

Large classes not part of "Old Bard. "

New mom, old Dean ofStudents.

I

by Kate Waters

I

I

by Tom Mattos

C1ass size policies are causing commotion
this semester. The cutting of 22 people of a 44 person enrollment in Adolfas Mekas' Cinemagic class
has raised questions about what the college is going
for when 1t tells people to go and find something new
to get psyched about.
"Bard College, known for innovation and
experimentation, should have a place for a unique
class like Cinemagic that falls outside of rigid enrollment number games," says Adolfas Mekas.
With up to five classes overenrolled , some
professors opted to split their classes into two sessions to deal with the popularity of the subjects, as
opposed to eliminating students from the class altogether.
Tom Keenan's Free Speech class, which
was split into two 2 1/2 hour classes once a week.
Uneven enrollment numbers this semester, along
with the increasing popularity of film , psychology,
political studies, theatre and the humanities, are
making it increasingly difficult for the college to keep
class size down and students happy.
The American Association of University
Professors negotiated a contract which Bard uses for
planning courses, including 300 level courses like
Cinemagic, in this contract, courses generally have a

cap of about 15 students per class, laying out what
the collective union of university professors have
deemed enough to handle.
"I've never taught a big class, a big class for
me is about 15 kids," says Peter Hutton, head of
Bard Film Department.
President Botstein says, "Because there are
so many classes wildly under enrolled we can 't allow
this. Classes that large lack a particular rigor and
become a passive experience for the student, that's
not what this institution is about. One of the hallmarks of the old Bard is small classes."
"We don't even have classrooms that hold
forty kids, no where in Olin can you do that," Peter
Gadsby said today.
Never fear square eyes, Adolfas has invited
people cut out of the class to come as guests to the
viewing on Tuesdays at 7 p.m ., and to anyone else
interested in.
"For kids who haven't taken film, Cinemagic is a celebration of Adolfas;· life experience, it's a great traditional class," says Peter Hutton.
Since class sizes are capped for what
seems to be the student's benefit, popular classes
are willing to make the effort to work with in the system and split up classes; making sure everyone has
their piece of (academic) cake.
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April Kinser's got your back in the job world.
by !Jacob Cottingham

I

April Kinser is Bard's new Director of Career Planning and Placement. As the economy worsens
and graduation gets closer, people are stressd about Ba rd's reputation for post-collegiate employment. April
is teaming up with last year's acting Director, Nicole Burman, to help you make sure you can repay those
loans (eventually) while doing something you enjoy. I spoke with April her third day on the Job aooun1ow she
plans on helping students move on after Bard, and how this job fits into her own career plan .
At 56, April has years of experience in several artistic fields and higher education. After getting an
MFA in painting from Pratt University, April earned money through freelance art and community and cultural
events. This was April 's priority until 1989, when she began working to assist creatively inclined students
with their career plans. April seems genuinely excited about her job, and said one of her own career goals is
writing a book about creative jobs that would "act as a sign post" for the more artistically inclined and Liberal
Arts student.
Unlike j obs such as pre-law or medicine, there are few guidelines for those who seek a job in more
artistic fields. April wants to "de-mystify" the job hunt by developing realistic strategies for particular stu_dents
and their "values." No matter how much you appreciate your PS2, that's not the sort of value she's referring
to. The career path for the student who wants to write articles and save the world is much different than the
one who wants to earn dough .
April's main goa ls include increasing student exposure to the Career Development offi ce and establishing more credibility with them; these are the people you're trusting with your future, you should have a
reason to trust them. To that, extent April is working on tabling in the Campus Center and meeting with the
chairs of different academic departments. April told me 60-70% of people get their jobs through networking.
So you can either kiss a lot of professor ass, or bring your friendless self down to the C.D. office. April will be
meeting with the department heads in order to mine them for potential job resources. If you're one of those
lucky few who know exactly what they want to do when they grow up, C.D. can help you get some relations
with our more successful alumni.
A notorious side effect pf college is lack of focus, and April said she'll be spending a lot of time talking with students about how they can focus their interests and energies. If you have vague ambitions or
grand plans, the C.D. office will help you get more information on a particular field and conduct a better job
search. April said 10-15% of people get their jobs through the classifieds; later I found out she's pretty good
at that, having gotten all of her jobs through them.
In the next month, expect to see more Career Development events and pamphlets as April begins
searching for a student advisory board to give her better in put for the students themselves.

There were many different protest signs at the Washington D.C. march, on
January 18. The sign "Drop Panties, Not Bombs" was received in various ways.
Some were outraged, others were dangerously enthusiastic. When asked about
its meaning, the carriers of the sign said, "It's about liberation."

I

E rin Cannan, Bard's Dean of Students, recently returned this
semester after taking a maternity leave to give birth to her new son
Hayden last fall. While I was a bit nervous about poking my head into
Ludlow and asking a new mother (who also happened to be my Dean)
questions about her new baby, I
was ~appy to find Erin excited,
energetic, and very informative
about what goes on in the basement of Ludlow, and what will be
happening in the future.
Tom Mattos- How did your maternity leave go?
Erin Canaan- It was wonderful.
We named him Hayden, he was
born on July 13th. It's wonderful , he's six months old now and
very healthy. Luckily he started
sleeping through the night just
before we began the spring
semester so that helped a lot
with getting back, which is very
convenient.
T.M.- Is he reading yet?_
E.C.- He's applying to Bard next
year actually, he's very brilliant.
Well, let's see ... He is crawling
and has four teeth so I' m not sure if that's advanced or not.. for a six
month old.
T.M.- I see ... With regard to your job as Dean of Students, how has the
transition been'.?
E.C.- Dave and I were in touch every week so I was able to consult with
him on major decisions, and I was in touch with various other directors
and the student services department to check in and see how things
were going. I live right on campus , so I was always accessible and I
was always walking my dog or wandering around.
T.M.- So the re-entry process was very smooth?
E.C.- Very smooth . At first it was a little overwhelming, getting organized and picking a spot to start. It's kind of like thinking about a senior
project almost, you have this whole big project and you have to find a
way to approach it. But after a few days of getting organized things
were back to normal. I've been working here at Bard for eight years so
I kind of know what to expect.
Cid 66hblits
T.M.- NbWth8f"yi)il'tMJIA!M1.mM nss 1811111
positions change?
E.C.- John Kelley is remaining in his position as Associate Dean of
Students/ Director of First Year Students. John really focuses on the
social, personal and emo~ional transition to college. Dave focuses
more on the academics of first year students and sophomores. John
works a lot with the sophomore class still, but I think that has to do
with continuing relationships from first year. Dave will handle students who do not have an adviser, or whose advisers are on a leave of
absence, students on academic probation, or continued probation ,
working with transfer students, and other things like working with students with disabilities, as well as time management and study skills.
But both Dave and John work very well together and we are sure every
student that needs it will have the individual ized attention they need.
T.M.- What are you working on now?
E.C.- There's been some discussions about how to offer more things in
residence halls, along with the Mellon grant. so that we can have a
more well rounded extracurricular experience. A lot of that programming needs the cooperation of professors, students and faculty.
T.M.- It seems things are much more organized and working better this
year than last year ...
E.C.- Defin itely. Two of the main proposals by last year' s student gov·
ernment- the need for some kind of store, and the other to have
evening health services- have both been implemented this year. I want
to point out that students should take credit for these achievements.
T.M.- Are there any projects that you are working on that students
might not know about?
E.C.- We are now working on a Kosher kitchen, getting Kosher food for
the Green Onion as well as down at the cafe. In addition we have
expanded our career development office, and we are also dealing with
all of the performing arts center, making sure ticketS to events are
available to students. We are also dealing with the workings of the
manor cafe.
T.M.- I heard rumors of a gym expansion ... what's happening as of
now?
E.C.- The gym expansion is very much in its preliminary stages, but we
have been looking at some exciting architectural sketches which
include a climbing wall, two larger aerobics studios, some lighted
"fields, renovation of squash courts, a larger fitness center, and possibly
in the future a field house or indoor track/ soccer/ basketball. We're
hoping to be able to have more facilities, in the athletic department to
allow the growing intramural programs, personal fitness, and varsity
sports can all happen simultaneously.
T.M.- Anything else?
E.C.- We' re working on the question of allowing students more freedom of expression, especially for the dissident voice on campus- those
students who are for the war effort. Also, some of us may have friends
who are already deployed overseas. We hope to encourage safe and
worthwhile student discussion as more things happen. Also the question of Affirmative Action will be discussed more and more, as
President Botstein was on hardball a few weeks ago. There is a lot of
new, interesting, and pertinent issues happen ing on campus, and I' m
excited to work on them.
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Snowmobiles Affecting
Environmental Policy·
by IJacqueline Moss

I

The Next Time You Visit a
National Park, Make Sure You Wear a
Gas Mask
by Jacqueline Moss (story found on the
NYTimes Website
http://nytimes.com/2003/01/31/politics/31MOBl.html
and provided the
information used
in this article)
Eveo
though President
Bush promised in
his State of the
Union address on
Tuesday that he
plans to give federal funds to create
a program to
~.. . '
explore the possibility of hydrogenpower cars, he's
still allowing gasoline, fumes, and carbon monoxide to pollute the national
parks of this country.
In 2001 the Clinton administration concluded that a ban on snowmobiles Yellowstone and Grand Teton
National parks, which was to go into
effect this winter, was the only way to
protect the parks. the parks' wildlife,
park employees, and park visitors.
Currently, most employees wear gas
masks to protect themselves from the
fumes. But 1n November, the Bush
administration announced that new
technology for snowmobiles made the
machines cleaner and quieter, and so
no longer posed a health threat to visi-

Among a plentitude of new student clubs this semester is the Coopcycle, a campuswide program intended to create a public cycledom of bikes, as well as teach curious
folks how to fix their 2-wheeled velocipedes, a.k.a. bikes. Early response has so far
reflected much student-interest in riding bikes, fixing bikes, and repeating the
word ... bikes. Bikes. MM

tors, employees, or to the park and its
wildlife.
But the Bush administration,
under pressure from snowmobile manufacturers and rental outlets, reopened
the issue and decided to issue a final
decision in March
lifting the ban on
snowmobiles,
·despite a 300
page long internal
report (not made
pucblic) that concluded that banning snowmobiles
was still the best
way to protect the
_parks' air quality
and wildlife and
employees' and
visitors ' health.
The internal report wfll be
made public on
Feb. 24 as the park service finishes its
final decision, wbich is to be signed on
March 24 by Karen Wade, the regional
director of the Inter-mountain Region of
the National Park Service in Denver.
Park officials say a final decision is yet to be reached, but previous
statements and public documents ·
make it clear that the park service
favors lifting the snowmobile ban in the
parks under certain conditions.

The Vassar College Entertainment Committee's failure to pay the Observer $250 for a
full-page ad last semester has proven once again that Vassar sucks. The Observer
encourages all Bard students to retrieve these stolen funds on their own will and at all
costs. MM
·
Shuttle-riders have recently reported being denied access into the Bard vehicles without official college identification (i.e. that card with your name and picture on it). While
some students have expressed outrage in the matter,
the carding is a sign of Bard's increased vigilance to
keep out unwanted outsiders (i.e. that sketchy guy in
Red Hook who's always trying to score a ride and
bum a cigarette). MM
WXBC, Bard's premier AM/Intern et radio station set a
new record of 27 online listeners for its interview with
Leon Botstein on February 2. Hosted by Matt and
Max's Midday Madhouse, Leon's 'fireside chat' featured a question-and-answer session in which Bard's
wise president used his famous rhetorical abilities to
remind us all that we are but inadequate ignoramuses. MM
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In an unprecedented display of affection for a student, Leon Botstein apparently hugged Senior Doug
Brush after a debate over the current financial prosperity of Bard. Doug told the Observer that Botstein
hugged him after Leon vehemently disagreed with a
statement he made about the wealth of the school.
Supposedly, Botstein said that anyone who thinks
that Bard is a wealthy school is stupid. Doug has
assured, ' Botstein is still my boo." Hopefully, students have learned a valuable lesson that thinking
something ~hat is not true will not be tolerated by the
administration. JN
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Wouldn 't it be great if everyone had something truly exciting to do with all of
that free time on the weekends? Something more thrilling than working on
your Senior Project, more exciting than another drunken dance at the Old
Gym, and certainly something much more passionate and lively than a ridiculous drunken evening at one of the local bars where you can stuff yourself full
of well shots, blab intoxicating nonsense at your current crush and wake up
naked and pregnant, (or having impregnated) one of your fellow classmates.
Well hooray! An event of fraternous fun has since been discovered! It is the
screeching eardrum breaking, exhaust filled and fumigated Monster Truck
Rally in Albany New York. Once a
month or so, participants such as:
Virginia Giant, American Guardian,
Rolling Thunder, and Rap Attack,
come together in Albany's Pepsi
Arena to show their stuff, blowing treacherous 360's and heart stopping
wheelies over a lines of cars acquired from one of the areas local junkyard.
Unless you grew up in the bowels of country seclusion, where demolition derbys and car rollovers are a common weekend activity, this could most
assuredly be a once in a lifetime experience.

rally-goers have brought their own ear protection with them. The judges of
each competition are the younger members of the audience. Prior to the show
each little kid was given a jumbo notepad with laminated numbers on each
page. After. each display of guts the little tikes flip through their numbers to

I

come up with a score. In other words there jby Marissa Lombardo
really is no serious panel of judges for this
competition. It is merely fantastic eye-candy. 'Freestyle' varies slightly from
the 'Wheelie Competition," where "wheelies' are essential. In "Freestyle," competitors such as Rap Attack, and American Guardian, are free to crush the

MONSTER TRUCK RALLY
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cars in whichever way they chose. Some destroy the first three cars, then
back up to cause even more damage, while others simply sit back, gain
(f)
speed, and then pulverize the entire line of cars in one fell swoop.
~
Spectacular.
If you have ever woken up on a snowy morning or found yourself
drunk and bored at three in
the morning and said to your
cajoling group of buddies,
H
"hey, how 'bouts we take my
Q)
car out to the parking lot and
blow some doughn uts!" then
(f)
you know the sliding, uncon~
trollable sensation of pulling
a 360. Here on the cement
floor of the Pepsi Arena, it is
(f)
a much different story. These ~
giant Monster trucks circle
the perimeter to gain speed
and then proceed to pull the
most ridiculous 360's
around. They almost seem to
H
tip over on their massive
Q)
wheels and the skid marks
they produce would make any (/)
car-obsessed j unkie drool.
The 360 contests are just
stunning.
Variety is the key to
(f)
~·
any form of entertainment,
from cinema to strip joints,

8
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where an Cilntire evening of

rt

the same old g-strTng

The event begins within the darkened Pepsi Arena . Here the audience settles with their four dollar and fifty-cent Coors or Killians and their
jumbo pretzels (with mustard) to take in the shadowy outlines of the spectacular Monster Trucks. For those familiar with Monster Truck Rallies, this particular one is different than most. Since the Pepsi arena is such a small venue,
there is no famous Grave Digger - the Fathers of

clad

pole dance just doesn't fly. As fabulous as ginormous, (yes this word is valid in
monster truck context) vehicles crushing cars is, that's not all, there is also a
pleasant mix of dirt bike stunts, and even audience participation in the
"Frozen T-Shirt" contest. In between blaring engines and Coors light runs, the
roadies set up two ramps in the center of the arena. Accordingly, three dirt
bikers enter, all

g

allmonstertrucks. Thiscanbeonedrawbackfor Ladies the lines for the women's bathroom
true Monster Truck fans. However, a huge advan'
·
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have never been SO Short

and guys itS time
'

DixieChicks, orBritneySpears,isthatthereis .NO tO dO Something new besides Sit around and
DIRT!!! That's correct these trucks perform their

P!ckupspeed
and follow one

amazing stunt~ on.A CEMENT FLOOR!! Ou~h. As a give yourselves ha nd-j' ObS While everyone SitS another over the
result of part1c1pat1ng in death defying action on a
ramp performing
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around engaged in Intellectual bu I shit consolid gr~und. the chance of. seei~g more blood,
more tnjunes, and more pain heightens the expe-

a whole array of
stunts from no

rience. Thus the Visual excitement holds just that VersatiOnS Wh iCh have al ready been marketmuch more potential. What was also discovered
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duringthisMonsterTruckR_ally isthattherewas ed through t h a t most terrible film Waking
theirbodie~into
much more to behold than iust Monster Trucks
'
back-breaking
destroying your old Ford Taurus.
Life
positions on mid(f)
•
air. This is all
With the lights still dim and the last of the
~
Audience members, (the majority males decked in
over a cement
Harley and NASCAR garb and little kids) settling comfortably into their uncomground with no nets or soft protective landing. This is perhaps the most ridiculously insane set of stunts in the entire rally. This is also when one of the first
fortable bench seats, all eyes turned towards the flag of the United States to
join some Country singing starling in the National Anthem . Who knew this was
flaws occurs as one stunt artist misses his landing and slides about twenty
feet across the cement ground. Miraculously he escapes without a scratch
considered a major "sports" event. To open the festivities, a woman with long
H
and continues to leap the fifteen foot gap with his other two companions.
blond hair steps up to the mouth of a giant cannon, is lowered deep inside.
Q)
Almost immediately a huge blast shakes the building and she is propelled
The Monster Truck Rally wraps itself up with a race between each
100 feet into the air before landing in a giant net. Breathtaking. She graceful45-i nch diameter wheel mobile. The main topic of interest here is the neck to
ly flips out of the net, bows at the audience, and gives a small speech about
neck battle of reigning champion , Virginia giant, and his competitor, American
guardian. This is truly the loudest, most raucous of all as not one but two
how her father holds the world record in distance for being propelled from a
cannon. Cheers from the audience ensue and then the "Official Monster Truck
Exxon fueled beasts line up to crush the dual rows of cars, stand up on their
Cheerleaders" appear throwing Free T-shirts in to the audience. This tossing of
hind wheels and let forth a ten ton fury of cracking windshields and crushed
souvenirs happens between every event at this Rally. It seems the producers
frames. Much to Virginia Giant's dismay, American Gladiator took the cake.
So if you are ever feeling the need for speed , or you have just had it
are set on giving out as many free T Shirts as possible to lure audience members back for future rallies. As if destruction and tire squealing wasn't
with finding entertainment at the local bars, or from intellectual crap you
enough.
might blab about during a romantic stroll down "Poets Walk," then log on to
With that out of the way for the main event, in a flash glaring neon
the Pepsi Arena website or www.gravedigger.com to find out where the real
lights are switched on, Heavy Metal tunes fill the air and the Monster Trucks
action is. Ladies, the lines for the women 's bathroom have never been so
fire up their engines. There is much rewing and diesel smoke to get the audishort, and guys its time to do something new besides sit around and give
H
ence roaring. The first entree on this evening's menu is the "Freestyle," and
yourselves hand-jobs whil~ everyone sits around engaged in Intellectual bull~
"Wheelie Competition ." Here each truck takes its turn gearing up to one of the
shit conversations which have already been marketed through that most terri- (f)
lineups of junked cars, backs up slightly and then drives full speed over the
ble film, Waking Life. Sp!3nd the seventeen bucks, give yourself a mullet, and
~
entire row of family sedans. It is truly amazing. The noise is so loud that
thumb your way to Albany to watch some real soul screeching entertainment.
0
earplugs are sold to those who wish to wear them. Those more experienced
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Confessions of a Mike Morini
By M

I think that its great when you go into a movie theatre being completely unsure as to if a movie will be the worst thing you have ever seen, or
jke Morin j
the most beautiful work of art in this universe. When I went to go see Confessions of a Dangerous Mind this was not one of those instances.
I was hesitant to see it because I heard George Clooney had directed it and he kinda seems like he's a tool. Then again I'm
sure that most people I like and respect in the music and film industries are probably tool-boxes. It did look like a pretty
descent film though so it was kinda like the first sentence but still not really. George Clooney and Charlie Kaufman took one
of the most obscure autobiographies ever written and made a damn good film about it.
Confessions of a Dangerous Mind follows the life of Chuck Barris (Sam Rockwell), the
··creator of the Gong Show and The Dating Game, who according to his autobiography, ·~
was also a C.l.A. operative. The film tells of how Barris became "involved" with the
•
C.l.A. and continued to be active during the times when his shows were the biggest
hits. He would apparently disappear for weeks at a time with no explanation of
where he was or why. When The Dating Game was running the lucky couples would
win trips to obscure locations such as West Berlin for their dates. If Barris was called
on to kill some bad guy in some random country during the Dating Game, then the
date would occur there as well.
This is a very well made film. Everyone in it was amazing. Sam Rockwell, (known
to most as the guy who killed the mouse in The Green Mile), was great for his role. He constantly looks like he is going to lose it throughout the movie and seemed to hit the nail on the head at impersonating Chuck Barris. This guy seemed like an absolute nut case, but one
of the most entertaining nut cases to watch on the big screen. Chuck Barris' story is incredible. Clooney, Julia Roberts, and Drew
Barrymore also were excellent in their supporting roles. Roberts was looking damn hot in it too. Yikes! I mean I'm generally attracted to
her at all times but she was definitely slamming in this flick.
There was an artful feeling in this film that surprised the heck out of me. I didn't really want to see it because Clooney had
directed it and I figured it would stink. I was wrong. Whether it was the very well planned out compositionally photographic cinematography or the look and feel of the. film image itself because of tint or special lighting situations that made it, regardless, this is a wonderful
film. It will entertain the shit out of you because Chuck Barris, who makes a cameo at the end, has one of the most interesting true stories to tell in modern cinema . And for all you artsy fart over-critical pretonks you'll like it too cause its pretty.

(G[fu0©@~@

lby Chelsea Doyle ]

Move over Moulin Rouge, you have been completely outdone in the musical category by the new, beautifully mastered movie Chicago, adapted from the Broadway musical of the same title. I have a feeling
most people have heard of either the play or of this new film, starring Renee Zellweger, Catherine Zeta
Jones, and Richard Gere (a side note, all three have been said to be possible nominees for Oscars).
Although we all know that the Oscars are not the best way to judge an actor's performance, in this case I
can say that each nomination would be completely justified. Set in the period of the 1920's in Chicago,
the movie is all about jazz, death, sex, booze, and fame. Catherine Zeta Jones begins the movie as the
jau star Velma Kelly, who becomes a singular star rather than performing in a sister act. Unfortunately
this is because she murders her sister and her husband in a jealous rage after
<~finding them together. Renee Zellweger plays Roxie Hart, a girl who only wants to
be on the stage and would commit adultery in order to do it. When her lover
.~ reveals that he was lying to her for some time, she murders him, thus beginning
the tale of both famous murderess' as they do everything in their power to get
· ·. out of jail , and achieve eternal fame while doing so.
Richard Gere is a shiny, flashy man named Billy Flynn who is out for the
money and glamour of being the best criminal lawyer those pretty ladies could
afford , and he really steals the show from both talented actresses with his
humor, tap dance, and ability to play the cheeky, slimy attorney that you love and
hate all at once. Each actor was forced to sing and dance their part, even
Zellweger, who had never done either professionally before. It is a wild, crazy ride
of lights, music, and costumes. A sarcastic story of how fame and the media
really is. It was an amazing film that I recommend for everyone, even those that
do not particularly like musicals, or the actors involved . Chicago is rated PG-13,
for sexual content and violence.

I

lby Chelsea Doyle]
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a movie with
Jack Nicholson in it, I have to wonder again and again: How does he do
it? I do not think I have ever seen a movie
of his where he did not stun the audiences
with his talent. In his new movie, About Schmidt,
(which came out over our terribly long intercession)
he plays a sixty-six year old man named Warren
Schmidt. Schmidt has recently retired from his job as
an insurance man, _now forced to live at home and
approach subjects that he had never really had the chance
to think about before: death, life, and the choices he
had made in between . He adjusts to his life without
work, struggling to find an identity outside of it,
with very little help from his wife Helen. When she
dies suddenly, he finds himself completely alone for
the first time in forty years. This sends him even further
into depression until he decides to visit his only daughter, who
<f(.'J·•
is getting ready to be married. She convinces Schmidt to come to
.•:::·- v:;;_
the wedding, where he meets his future in-laws for the first time. Kathy
Bates does an amazing job as the rude, obnoxious mother of his son-in'3:;.:
law, and practically steals scenes from the ever talented Nicholson.
This is a very funny movie that also has a lot of
?! .,.
heart, a lot of depression, and plenty of introspective
thought that requires one to go in ready to think. You cannot go to this movie with the intent to just sit back and
zone out, because it draws you in within the first few minutes. There is plenty of talk of another Oscar being
awarded to Nicholson for this movie, as well as
buu about other nominations. About Schmidt
is rated R, and definitely worth seeing. :-;~
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THE HOURS CHANGED MY LIFE.
Dalloway. The Hours weaves the
lby Elizabeth Daley I stones
of Clarrrssa and Virgina,
In Chinese this should be the year
of the Meryl Streep. She is amazing
1n all ways. Though she won her
Golden Globe for Adaptation, her
work 1n the Hours was far superior.
Everyt1me she flared her nostrils in
this movie I was moved to tears.
Her portrayal of Clarissa was the
most real1st1c acting I have seen all
year. Streep does not Just act one
emotion, she acts all of them
simultaneously. She
understands that when
are almost never
crying for only one
reason. After
seeing her in this
movie, I understood why she
was the acting
goddess of the
educated actor.
enough about M.S.
The Hours centers around
the life of Clarrisa (M.S.) as
she plans a party for her dying exlover R1chard(Ed Hams). He has
JUSt written a novel that has not
been received well due to it's complex nature. His novel seems to be
written in the style of Mrs. Dalloway
(a name which he has fondly
bestowed upon Clarissa). Cut to
England . Virgina Woolf (Nicole
Kidman ), has been relocated
to the suburbs due to a chronic
depression and suicide attempts.
She 1s working on a novel, Mrs.

along with the story of Richard's
own mother (a story Richard has
written about in his book) into a
coherent touching and real portrayal of the power of isolation. The
movie has many of the qualities of
Kate Chopin's The Awakening and 1s
a must see for any Virginia
Woolfophile. Jullianne Moore gives
a stunning performance as the

J~;y

quintisential dissatisfied 50's
housewife and Nicole Kidman's new
nose is worth seeing as well.
Overall , this has been THE best
movie I have seen all year. It had
the quality of good literary critcism
as well as an inspired cast, director,
author and set designer.

;:'.,.' <f:

T++-E ++OURS
By Heather Clarke
The Hours by Michael Cunningham is numbing, but this is
inot meant in a negative sense. Cunningham presents each of us with extre!}lely valid
'and moving questions about the significance of life, and what is it that drives us to wake
up in the morning and continue. Though at times the determination and persistence of
the author to drive these questions into our minds is overwhelming, it is necessary. The
result of the contemplation of such
questions as: what in the course of the
day becomes,
1n a sense, immortal? or what is 1t that
doesn't die along with the closure of a
day, but instead becomes part of our
memory and shapes our own existence
and person? These questions build a
i feeling of responsibility in the reader to
respond in some way to them askh .. ing: is this enough to make life
worth living? Of course, these
questions are not often so
powerfully brought to the
surface, and so the
response, at least in my
case, was a sense of
numbness at the prospect
of finding imbedded within
the moments of my life some ·
kind of completeness, or
"enough ness" in this case.
Cunningham provokes this sentiment
only to prepare the reader for the answer. He does this by moving us through moments
in the lives of the characters which the reader cannot help but notice are filled to the
brim with clues as to why we are alive, and why seconds in life are in actuality quite lasting, even if they pass before we realize how unbelievably gorgeous they are.
Though Cunningham's writing is clear, rhythmic and lasts, coincidentally, longer
than the sentence 1s long,(shadowing the theme?) he does not compete with the writing
of Virginia Woolf, whose Mrs. Dalloway is greatly reflected in The Hours, both in the style
of writing, as well as in the themes. Cunningham attempts to imitate Woolf's use of
parentheses 1n order to throw in an especially interesting observation, or to create a life
behind the actual words, the theme, or the characters. Traces of Woolf are found
throughout the novel, and at times it becomes frustrating and annoying, as i
Cunningham is sitting beside her in math class and copying her multiplication tables. He
still gets the answers right, but we know we've seen this somewhere before and are suspicious of the authenticity of his themes, or if he is merely copying Woolf in her clear
genius and accuracy in regards to the nature of human relationships. However, The
Hours is both refreshing and worth the reader's time, hours in fact, to open a book
which does not let the reader fin.ish without first running throu gh every individual they
'
have ever loved and all of their tiny idiosyncrasies which, as Cunningham hopes, we
have not forgotten.
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Rotten Eggs. This is a problem many of
us have dealt with during our lives.
1) Elvis Costello - When I Was Cruel
Professional sailors claim that if one
~}g}' f_f;{Jj rotates their eggs daily, they can be preWho would have guessed that the best rock and roll artist in
served months longer. I'm not sure if this a long time would make the best album of the year, and do
so without even the slightest press or music video? Every sinis true, but it is crafty. My contribution to the very rich history of food preservation is a method you may have not
considered. Can you freeze eggs?
gle band that wants to associate them with the word ' Rock'
anymore has to give credit to this man. Not only was he a
My friend Alex Mignolo and I stumbled upon this question one night after BjomQorn hours. I thought it was a great
opportunity to learn something food related, so I rested an egg into the freezer. Time was all that mattered at that
pioneer, but also he's been able to stick around for decades
point. <exits Alex from anecdote>. I went to bed in anticipation.
being the real Elvis of music. People nowadays, because of a
greatest hits album, have chosen to ride The King's bandwagI got up unusually early that morning. Scientific procedure was calling. I finally felt that I had a purpose. I put on a
on , and I'm tired of it. Pressley innovated jack shit. Costello
pot of Savorin brand coffee and squared up to the freezer door. I
swung it open and found the first and most predictable disappoint- is the real rock god.
2) Eminem - The Eminem show
ment in the process: the egg was cracked. The disappointment
For his junior album, an artist is usually supposed to cement
didn 't get me down too far, and I was willing to continue with the
experiment.
him or herself into the industry and keep to the pattern that
they were made famous with. In a year famous for dwindling
So, how does one cook a cracked frozen egg? Had I hard-boiled the egg it would have turned into a hard egg with a
music sales and the Chicken Little's of the world saying that
fat lip. Had I let it thaw, it would have gotten all messy and the yoke may have broken. What about the microwave?
didn't know. There wasn 't a clear-<:ut decision I could make. In the end I chose to grease up a pan and drop in the
MP3 is killing music sales, Eminem combined his great promotional mind with an album that was not just himself at the
frozen egg as it was. But before I could do this, I had to remove the shell. This proved to be a much more difficult
top of his game, but taking the beat that he usually floats on,
task than expected, but a few quick collisions onto the cement pavement were just what the doctor ordered. Once
the pan was
and taking a risk with the underground hip hop community by
hot and the egg was nakie, I proceeded to cooking mode.
enthusing his music with some good ol' Rock and Roll.
Right away the bottom of the egg started to melt. It slowly spread out to nearly a centimeter of pan space.
' Without Me" was the single of the year, and also did someEverything was going well. But then it just stopped melting. Oh man, frying blueballs. The bottom had cooked to the lthing that I've been waiting for someone to do: take Moby out.
point that it had stopped moving and started insulating the frozen egg above. My frustration grew. So I decided I
The bald marketing whore had to go, and I'm glad Em finally
had to flip it or roll it over or something. The new side melted in a similar fashion to the first, and also ended up
!threw down.
3) The Foo Fighters - One By One
insulating the egg above. This left only one side, and when the frying was nearly complete it was clear it was not
going to look like a normal fried egg at all, but was to resemble more of a pup tent. I placed the egg tent onto my
Shouldn't surprise anyone after my glowing endorsement of
plate and cut into it. Although the frying process had already taken ten minutes, the center of the egg was only past
one David Grohl's return to rock. This is a great album with
the point of lukewarm. So I cut it open even more and placed it back in the pan to finish the job.
one of the best "end"(the last 3 or so tracks)'s I had heard in
a while, if you want to know more of why I like it read my artiIn the end, the egg tasted like an egg. There was no weird crystallization in the yoke and the texture was not unordicle on it. They ended the year playing the midnight slot live
nary. The shape was certainly peculiar, but the Zapata brand salsa made everything all right again.
on MTV with Jack fuckin' Black, and any band that works with
Do I endorse the freezing of eggs? I'd have to say that it's not the greatest technology humans have produced. Yes,
you can freeze eggs, at least on a short-term basis, and still cook them. But it's just a bit too awkward to be worth
ables and covers AC/DC's "Back In Black" is great in my
your time. And considering today's low price of eggs (which isn 't necessarily a good thing), skip the freezer and just
book.
and hit pan (and give me the rotten ones, I'll figure the rest out). But let me give my serious final conclusion concern- 4) Blackalicious - Blazing Arrow
This booming album broke the long overdue Chief Xcel and
ing the science of egg-freezing; Much research needs to be furthered to really understand what effects the freezing
Gift of Gab into the mainstream (or at least gave them a
process has on eggs and how best to cook them after they are frozen.
All responses to this article including actual tips on how to freeze an egg or any sort of food related questions may be more publicized release. Now as long as this label mal<.es
their previous albums more easily available, I'll be happy.
em,,lod to bq687®b"d.ed"
.
•
•
•
5) Andrew W.K. - I Get Wet
First Insane-Cock-Rock album ever. That's all I gotta say about
that. I also think "She Is Beautiful" might be the love song of
10)The<e ;, " " " aoythiog to wio b"t '"PPe<io•it>
the year.
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By That weird kid that always stares
you in class
~

"You know how when you don 't really like somebody that
much, but you realize they have potential and you are like
'hey that person was totally giving me the eye ... I must be
lookin pretty good , perhaps I will incorporate them in to
my LONG list of people to say hello to ' ... Then, out of the
blue and for no reason THEY start to ignore YOU!!"

-Player 1, 223 B.C

RULES
1) You can't win in life unless you play the game
2)By the time you realize you don 't want to play the game,
it 1s too late, you are playing
3Jln the game, opponents are vaguely attracted to
eachother
4)This attraction is not equal on both sides and a balance
1s con stantly trying to be struck
5)1n presence of opponent alternate between acting aloof
amd inappropriately affectionate
6)0ver dramatize every occurance in your everyday life in
presence of opponent

-i
t:T

"'o:1
II)

'0.."'

7)Proceed to make vague comments about oppon
ent in presence of your friends ... see how they react
8)Beg friends to tease you with chants such as " YOUR
NAME HER and OPPONENT sitting in a tree ... "
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9)1f uou feel you started out as the winner, you will loose in
the end

February

10, 2003

who ,,,,, the g•me h" ' ' ' " ' " " " of

supenonty of ego
12)The most mysterious person always wins
at 13)Document every moment as if it were your last
14)Pretend you do not care. Say to yourself "this is
only a game
~15 )DO NOT attact opponent.physically or with emails
from www.someonel1kesyou.com.
16) Do not tell opponent how you feel or admit to yourself
how you feel or you will be automatically disqualified
Round Two
1)Do casual research on opponents exes ie asking gossip
queen to drop you a morsel, google searches and the like.
2)Say you are just going out for a smoke but check the
campus center obsessively .... because who knows when
they might be hungry... it could be soon because you
haven't seen them at Kline in a while
3)Find out your opponent's IM name before they know
yours
4)Think of topics of conversation for future meetings
5)Disregard any small piece of information that may point
to them not liking you ie the presence of a significant
other, attraction to the sex of which you are not a member
6)And, most importantly, ALWAYS make eye contact
You are now ready to embark upon your own personal
psychodramas. Remember, in order to win, make it
vague, make it hot, make it cold and you will be ingrained
into opponents memory and haunt them in dreams for
years to come. If you loose, you will suffer reverse effects
and always believe relationship was more potent than it
actually was. If you get dlsqualified , you have gained a
true friend but don 't give up, there is no KO till round
three, and if you tie, it might just be enough akwardness
to last you for the rest of your life. Good luck to all players and let the game begin.

Top 5 Movies of the Year
1
2
3
4
5

Adaptation
Catch Me If You Can
Bowling for Columbine
Y Tu Mama Tambien
About Schmidt

My Top 5 Concerts of The Year
1 Definitive Jux's "It's A Wonderful Mic"
2 Green Day
3 U2
4 Gorillaz
5 N/A - I did see 5 shows, but putting Jay-Zona Years Best
List is wrong.
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Two nights after Christmas, and all around t
Bowery, people drooling over music like it was shrooms
By Andreis
I had almost lost faith in Hip-Hop after the Jay-Z concert, turns out I had lost faith in Hip-Pop. I hadn't even bought an album
from the Definitive Jux label, but when I heard they were having a holiday show that was only 20 bucks, I thought, what the
Costas and
~ The show started when Hanger 18 (the duo of Alaska and WindNBreeze) came on stage for a small set, including a
JP Kingsbury
~
cover of sorts, replacing the words "Hovi Baby" with "Hanger Baby". You don 't often hear of rappers named after
bottom of the globe continents, but when the rapper is a 300 pound white guy, I don 't think he has much
~
choice. After a couple more acts that I didn't find that inspiring, the holy trinity of under'
' ground hip-hop, Aesop Rock, Mu rs and EL-P finally took the stage. Each song they gave
•
• \the audience felt like the musical equivalent of a papal address. No blatant talk of
" Cristal, rims or ho's. The feeling was so intense that the audience even sang along to ELP's songs, which are so lyrically dense, that not even
Who likes Russian surf music? You
the 'net has a good collection of them. Aesop Rock
By Henry Casey
do , but you just don 't know it yet.
debuted a new song called "I'm Famous" that was off
'f irst saw Messer Chups at Central
the charts. To paraphrase EL-P, Santa Christ delivered like nobody's business.
·P ark Summerstage last summer and
'r ound them to be the best thing out of
Rus£ia since thatfancyassed tea room . \\~....................................................................
They were playing with the They Might be
he was doing either. I don't think those
instances where you listen to a track you
Giants (who suck in my opinion) and the
records really sound that great. The
guys produced and felt that it perfectly
Moldy Peaches however they sound nothing
drums weren't powerful , the bass wasn 't
c~ptured v.:hat you were aft.er. .
.
·th
f th
h
.
strong and it was glossed over
Its a learning process. We re JUSt trying
.k
l1
e e1 er o
ese muc 1ess experimental
·
t
t h
d
.
Your latest record Manic Moonlight is
o ge w owe are, an our talents and
bands. The Ch ups make music that you can be
very funky, particularly the bass. How do
personalities in the music. The first
cool to. You can sit with your artsy friends at a
you approach what you want to do with
record we did (Tapehead) we just didn't
your bass when you go into a record and
work hard; we just kind of threw it
. gallery open~ng, or you can embarrass those same
friends by dancing to the Chups own personal remix of the
who are some of your funk heroes.
together and put our parts on it and
'Nutcracker Suite ' or "Everybody' s heard about the bird ".
Motown ... Aretha Franklin ... and all those
looked back and went "yeah, we liked it,
Until recently, their eds were not available in the USA but 1 picked
albums ... Sam and Dave and all that kind
but we didn 't work very hard on it.. We
up my copy of Cocta ii Draculina at Kim 's in NYC.
of stuff. But Larry Graham from Sly and
worked harder on Mr. Bulbous, and
dance with
According to. their Bio, Messer Ch ups were formed in Hamburg in
the Family Stone was my favo rite and he
decided to use our drop b_guitars and
strippers
1998, and originally consisted of Oleg Gitarkin (bass) and Annette
was the funkiest of all. Ty or Jerry will
down tune to play everything low and .
Schneider (synths ). Igor Vdovin later joined the band on keyboards
make up a part and I'll put my bass on
heavy, and that was _
a lot of fun. I think 1t
and drink
h b
·
·
.
.
. .
·
they look at me and bust out laughing
is pretty good sounding record but we
cham_e and has five albums under its collective bel_t - Miss L1b1do ,
and say "no matter what we do, you
feel like there's stuff we could have done
pagne. It's Bride _o f the Atom, Vamp Babes , Black Black Magic and the new .
make it funky." More then anything 1 try
to make it better. Man ic Moonlight was
no longer
Cocta1I Drac~lin~ . The Ch ups use the_ l~test computer technologies
to use up all my influences, wh ich go
an experiment where we just decided to
to make ~n intricately retro sound, m1x1ng and matching samfrom old school rock&roll punk, metal,
throw all the rules out and go to a place
the age of
pledel1a , surf, mondo and the so-called ' post-easy listening.'
funk, and new wave plus many others. I
that we've never been to before.
underground
Into the mix go 50s B-movie dialogue loops and monkind formed my own style of playing 1
Do you smoke Weed?
artists selling
strous croaking of ancient Soviet analog synthesizguess. I don't even think about it really, I
Our records are all made for people who
tapes on 8th Street
ers. The authors
just always try to put a bass part down
smoke. We're potheads and every record
(One Love, Percee
that I like, or I can move to and has a
we've put out we've been high making it.
You 've released 9 albums already and
good beat. That's more what 1 think
P). Underground
approach as "incisions
about with playing bass ... Am I .driving the
are w?rking on your 10th. Do you have
hip hop has
in time" - cynical pasanything special planned? Where do you
band, you know what I'm saying?
reached a new
tiche and earnest
You just got off a tour with Dream
.
see yourself going musically?
level, branching out
homage at once, equal
Theatre. While you guys are extreme-Bj~~J:'.:¥~~~-\ii .- .
parts inspiration and apafrom its grassroots
ly skilled musicians, your more song
··~:~ ·
~ thy. "Oleg Gita rkin is the
oriented while bands like Dream
'?·· 'l·
origins into the
·most brilliant maniac of
Theatre are more about chops. How
hands of pistol
domestic electronica. The
do you balance pushing yourself as
packing drug dealon your instruments and writing
scenesters can 't get enough
ers (amen). So a
good songs?
of his knifes (Messer=Knife,
year has passed
The song is the most important
German) and whatever it is
thing to us. We've always believed in
since the Beatnuts
m that they so elaborately
making the song happy. We've been
got dropped from
lacerate.
r
together 20 years and we 've
So if you are taking russian intensive, or are curiwatched so many bands come and
ous about the coolest thing from russia since
est hits album went
King's X
go and so many people throw their
the icewood. But they're back.
chops at us, you know, and it's overThe Beatnuts have
load. We 've realIt's just this whole new fucked up thing.
fBy Gabriel Mulcahyf ized that anybody
always had the best
We're sick of current sounds. There's a
...- - - - - - - - - - - . can sit down and
beats In the industry and have been sampled by
lot of really cool stuff and adventure that
learn scales, and practice all day long,
bergs , ~ Is the best band you've
is
really exciting to us. We've been listencountless acts including One Sly Maneuver, a
V never heard. They are an
and then get up there and be an acrobat
ing a lot to the new Queens of the Stone
certain Jennifer
ideal partnership of Multi-racial
in front of everyone, but can you write a
Age a lot. The drums make that record
music (i.e. soul, funk, metal, pop,
song? Can you walk away and sing the
Lopez (who jacks beats more than Puffy
and it's been a big inspiration to us.
you
name
it).
Intelligent
people
song
in
the
bathroom?
We
play
music
indiein the late 90's.) . Ironic? So the beats
We've decided to get in there and j ust
love intelligent music. KX's highly intellithat moves us, and it's all about the
are nuts. And the album "The Originators" rivals their
take a lot of time and work these songs
gent, highly idiosyncratic music is just
song.
and just try to make a great record. We
first gold album ' Stone Crazy". Big Ju Ju and Psycho
that- music understood by those who
I went to your show during the last leg of
haven't been so excited about a King's X
Les bless the beats with their simplistic yet satisfying
love music for its own sake. Disregarded
the "Manic Moonlight Tour" at Brooklyn's
record in 5 years.
by those unable to understand composiL'amour. At that show you were precedQueens logic. Tales of strip clubs and drinking until
King's X has been around for a long time
tion,
musicianship,
and
honest
human
ed
by
5
or
six
other
bands
that
each
you can't see are a few of the topics discussed, and
yet retains a joyous, youthful sense of
emotion. There is no fake bravado in the
made a point of praising King's X. Do
although the rhymes are tight, it's the guest appearexperimentation. How do you stay sharp
music. One song is heavy as hell, the
you get that a lot from musicians?
and open minded musically when most
ances from NY finest that .really make this a tight
next stripped down and melodic, the
Yeah, all the time. It's bizarre ... every
bands that have been around as long
album.
next funky, and so on . I love King's x,
time I go to a concert I get asked backstagnate.
and
if
you
like
rock
music
you
might
also.
stage
to
meet
the
band
and
their
all
The Tewksbury anthem "Yae Yo" featuring Ill Bill of
We've always had to put our heart in
King's X is comprised of three guys,
King's X fans. The drummer from
Non Phixion and Problemz
something; we've never been able to creDoug Pinnick, Ty Tabor, and Jerry Gaskill.
Deftones told Jerry he was his favorite
samples the song that all you weed heads have heard They all play, they all sing, and they
ate anything unl~ss we put our souls in
drummer. Jeff Ament of Pearl Jam creditit. If it's not there, then we can 't even
playing GTA Ill. Yeah, the song about cocaine is stumake music 99.9999 percent of bands
ed us for inspiring all grunge. I ran into
deal with it.
pid but yae yo its one the best songs on the album.
couldn't touch. The following is my interDave Groh I, and he got all excited and
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With such lines as 'She takes it up the a-hole for the
yae yo." It'll probably give you a craving, however the
clear stand out is the strip club anthem "Work That
Pole" featuring NY mixtape king Tony Touch. The beat
is a simple remix to a Southern shake club song, but
retains its grimy essence. Other notable tracks
include the Large Professor collaboration "Originate"
and the ridiculously dope "U Crazy• with
Queensbridge's finest Cormega.
The thing is, the Beatnuts are in fact the originators
of Spanish/Puerto Rican hip hop, acclaimed for
exposing Big Pun and making Fat Joe sound iller than
he actually is. So they deserve all the respect they
receive.
So, today, take a first step and instead of going home
to masturbate to 100% Anal buy the "Originators," listen to it, no wait study it, treat it like Game 101, and
then maybe you will be getting with that fly transfer
student instead of your right hand. We 're keeping
this review short in preparation for the 50 Cent "Get
Rich or Die Trying" review, set to jump off next week.

view with Doug Pinnick, a man who has
been a musician for over 30 years, and
is so incredibly open minded, youthful
and energetic. He called me, awaking
me from my hangover induced sleep so
we could talk. I'll let him do the talking.
You're one of the only rock bands I can
think of with a sophisticated sense of
harmony. How and why do you use harmony to enhance your music?
We'll actually, we've always loved harmonies. Sam Taylor our old producer
used to layer our vocals 3 or 4 times so
it sounded like a big choir. After we started getting more confident, we started
backing off of all the layering. Now you
hear records and it's just the three of us
singing, no layering.
Your first 4 albums are very complicated
in a musical sense, yet are held back by
production. What do you think of those
records?
We didn't know what we were doing basically, and I don 't think Sam knew what

said "we play your music on the bus". It
never fails to amaze me.
King's X are a multi-racial racial band,
yet race has never been an issue in your
music. Did you ever feel any pressure to
discuss racial topics in your music?
Nahhhh. Race has never been an issue
to me. I've never really embraced any
sort off categorization because I see it
from all sides. Everybody suffers and
everybody has their problems, from skinheads to thugs, and I can comprehend
why everybody's frustrated with all the
shit that's going on. I feel more connected with the lonely and depressed people.
Part of my frustration is due to race. I've
been rejected for being who I am in
many ways. I'm always profiled. The
police stop me and ask me why I'm in
the neighborhood. I just want to make
some good music for people who can
relate to it.
What have you learned from producing
yourselves on your past three albums?
What sound are you looking for when
you're in the studio, and are there any

Rather then finding an angle and beating
it to death, you seem to re-invent yourself every record both in a musical sense
and an emotional one. Do you think that
honesty may have alienated some fans
who might have gotten one album but
were scared away by the next?
We didn't even realize that we were really fucking the program up that much .
With Dogman we got Brendan O'brian to
produce it, and he's the guy that makes
everything sound humungous. We told
him to make us sound like we do live
which is very heavy. We played
Woodstock for over 300,000 people and
ended up selling 200 records in the New
York State area, and that was about it.
Everyone else we played with on that bill
that Friday night sold millions. We went
home, cut all our hair off, and rethought
everything. That's when we did Ear
Candy. People change. Our music is who
we are. When we change, our music
changes.
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Intersession Exoeriences

by Michael Marlin, Jr.

Pot Roast for Breakfast anft Other Reflections
by !Tom Mattos

10

I

WHEN I LOOK BACK on intersession, I am
utterly appalled at the immense waste of
time. It's hard to imagine that on~ month
could stretch for so long. But the month
of January showed how elastic it could be.
Most of my time was spent loafing around
my basement, snooping in the refrigerator
for yet another turkey sandwich, and playing Grand Theft Auto on my brother's
Playstation 2. I became completely nocturnal, going to sleep at five or six a.m.
and waking up at four p.m. My meals
were served in reverse: Breakfast was pot
roast with assorted greens; lunch was a
sandwich or slice of pizza at nine p.m.,
and Dinner was an everything bagel with
cream cheese and a me.dium coffee from
good old Dunkin' Donuts at three a.m.
Everything was backwards.
Reality T.V. took the place of
Herman Melville; Hungry Man meals took
the place of the Kline; lame movies such
as "Rudy" and "Playin' Fo' the Kitty"
replaced lamer Bardish independent
movies. My brother replaced my roommate. Fourteen Bud Lights replaced a
plastic handle of Popov Vodka . Sanity
replaced insanity. But in the throes of
returning to the real world, I realized a
few things. Number 1, not only are we
going to war, but that war is going to be
fought by three or four of my friends.
Number 2, drunken street revelry will get
you into trouble. At number 3, I realized
that with 90% of my friends from high
school, I had trouble finding something
meaningful to say. Number 4: I ran out
of money. I'll discuss each in detail.
I donated a full week of intersession to my friend Ryan Marcell. He's in
boot camp right now for the marines. We
had to go and get his braces off, apply for
a credit card, go to the D.M.V., drive to
Brooklyn to get a physical, go to interviews on military bases- the whole shebang. It was a worrisome experience.
The dudes in camouflage, guns, papers
with the U.S. government headings, coupled with an escalating war on T.V., quickly shook off the Bard bubble and made
me realize the weight of the situation. It's

funny how an anarchist anti-war, antieverything attitude will melt to shit when
you 're driving in a car for an hour to a military base with a good friend who will be
training to kill for his spring semester. It
all seemed so fragile. I could not argue
or ignore it any more. The war was there,
in my car. It dripped off of Ryan 's forehead and was the shakiness in his normally strong voice. When I hear the term
"sand nigger," muttered in 7-11, the war
was there. It was everywhere.
Drunken
revelry
at Bard
is different than
drunken
revelry
at home.
My
thoughts
wander
to the
mystery
dude
who
tried to
fight the
village that one night last semester. His
drunken screaming carried on for, as it
seemed to villagers, an eternity. At home,
the suburban eye sees everything. They
see your car in front of their house. They
see a young person with a·beer, and they
call the cops. The idea of not being able
to walk into a bar underage, to drink
freely like an adult, was shocking.
Normal social life, when retu_rning home,
is stifled into tight-lipped smiles, sitting
on ancient chairs in ancient basements.
As I am a victim of a dust allergy, allow
me to say that this was highly unhealthy
and I am happy to return .
Another problem with returning
home. You know the drill. You tell your
stories. They tell theirs. You talked to
their glazed over eyes, as they endlessly
scan the room for something interesting.
When they talk you bite your tongue until
it bleeds. Just for fun, that is.
Amusement through a bloody tongue.

Lovely. Even more uncomfortable are the
rides home. Dropping people off at their
houses. Then you have that last friend.
And you need to have a conversation
while driving... but somehow ... he doesn't
find the Bard Lit department interesting ...
and he doesn't find it amusing that you
· dressed in drag... the Bardge Project raises an eyebrow... but still. Nothing to talk
about. So you turn up the musicOffspring of course. Maybe you can jostle
a memory from youth center soccer or
C.Y.O . basketball.
Or boy
scouts.
The
problem
with intersession is
its uncomfortable
length. It
is always
short
enough to
prevent
you from
getting
that job in
the bagel shop or the grocery store or the
highway department. They don't have
temporary workers who are that temporary. But it's also long enough that you
wait a week for everyone to get home.
And then you have a lonely week to do
nothing before you return to Bard. All this
time, though, you're broke. On Long
Island that means many things. No gas,
No car. No car, no way to get anywhere.
With Nowhere to go, I stay in the basement. Staying in the basement makes
me pale; I get jaundice, and my eyes liquefy from the T.V. or the computer or too
much Dostoevsky (the all-time great feel
good writer of the 19th century). With a
droopy expression, droopy eyes, no drug
addiction to speak of and too many
Pringles, my very language began to fade .
All of my vowels were over-pronounced
whines of their own. And my parents plotted to kill me.
Next intersession: Siberia.

The idea of not being
able to walk into a bar
underage, to drink
freely like an adult,
was shocking ...

e Bush Administration Has Gutted All l!Ut One of These Regulations
Gathered by

!Jacqueline Moss*]

Since taking office, the Bush administration has gutted all of the
following environmental rules except for one.
(www.sierraclub.com)
1. Regulations minimizing raw sewage discharges and requiring
public notice of overflows
SUSPENDED IN JANUARY 2001
2. A rule prohibiting the federal government from awarding contracts to companies that violate federal laws, including environmental regulations
SUSPENDED IN MARCH 2001

3 . Forest Service regulations giving watershed health, wildlife, and
recreation higher priority than timber sales while carving out a
larger role for scientists, and providing for more and earlier public
input in developing forest plans
SUSPENDED MAY 2001
4. National Park Service rules phasing out snowmobiles in
Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks
SUSPENDEDJUNE2001

5. A provision allowing the secretary of the Interior to stop new
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mines from being created on federal land if they would result in
"su bstantial irreparable harm" to people or the environment REVOKED OCTOBER 2001

~

6. Requirements that mining companies protect waterways and
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clean up mine-related pollution
. REVOKED OCTOBER 2001
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7. A portion of the Endangered Species Act requiring the Fish and
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Wildlife Service to respond to private lawsuits seeking to add new
species to the list
SUSPENDED PORTION OF THIS ACT FOR FISCAL YEAR
OCTOBER 2002
8. Army Corps of Engineers regulations mandating the replacement of destroyed wetlands and banning the destruction of seasonal streams
REVOKED JANUARY 2002
9. New National Park Service rules banning personal watercraft at
eight national parks
RULES HELD UP FOR FURTHER STUDY, APRIL 2002
10. Army Corps regulations stating that rivers and streams may
not be used for dumping industrial waste
REVISED TO ALLOW MINING WASTE TO BE DUMPED IN
STREAMS, MAY 2002

11. A 1989 federal law requiring states to test all children on
Medicaid for lead poisoning
THE ONLY ACT NOT REVOKED, SUSPENDED, OR
OTHERWISE
MODIFIED
The opinions and ideas expressed in
the Observer,g&W6F~sarily reflect
.., ,_,,~'""'·
* All information used
the views41ftrthe Observefl'.Staft. Each
in this article was
writefii.fa member of f
found at www.sierraComrn~@hy who publish
club.com
views aUE&ther own discre
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PUT A CAFE IN MANOR. I don't
care . Make the whole thing a bed
and breakfast.
Fine with me.
Tear the dorm down. Not so bad.
But the day those fools turn that
building into a 4 -story marble
statue of a double-cheeseburger
is the day I protest.
Although no official word
has been yet released , rumors
have begun to circulate that
Manor will be reconstructed into a
giant double-cheeseburger statue, and as you may have guessed ,
students are angry.
Let me first say that I
have nothing against cheeseburgers, or double cheeseburgers , for
that matter. In fact, I have indeed
eaten many a double-cheeseburger in my life, whether they be from
McDonald 's, Burge r King, or the
ladies behind the Kline grill who
give me an exasperated look when
I tell them to stack two of those
puppies on one bun. But even I,
double-cheeseburger-l over, can
realize the utter ridiculousness in
building a 4-story replica of the
yummy snack .
What is our administration thinking!
The sad part is that the
statue will not even be a place to
eat. The structure itself will not
be edible . Instead, it will be like a
giant rock just sitting there next
to the Performing Arts Center in
the shape of a cheeseburger!
Isn ' t there· anyone who finds this
a-tad bit strange?
But no, it has supposedly
already been designed, complete
with ketchup and mayonnaise
dripping from the sides, the corner of a pickle sticking out toward
the mountains, sesame seeds the
1s ize of my fists, and it will au .n'
pen within the next ten years.
And why?
Supposedly because
someone on Bard ' s board of
trustees had an Aunt whose dog
liked double-chee seburgers . All
respect to that dog; me he rest in
peace . But when has our place of
education-our "pl ace to think"become second to the bad eat in g
habits of a Scottish Terrier?
Then again , there are
also many practical reasons for
why this decision is a bad one.
We will need increased security
on North Campus to prevent wild
cheeseburger fanatics from making the site an unruly tourist
attraction . We ' ll need to relocate
Manor residents into dorms that
don't even exist , thereby causing
the construction of new buildings.
We'll lose yet another party
space, and to what? A doublecheeseburger.
If there has ever been a
better time for student uproar,
that time is NOW. Break out the
handcuffs· and chains; let us bind
ourselves to Manor until we die of
starvation and our bodies rot and
decompose. What then will those
authoritarian ' administrators think
when they smell our carcasses
staining the wooden floors?
Manor will be ours once again.
But what will happen if
we sit and do nothing? What will
come of our beautiful home when
nobody shows it the respect it
deserves?
It will be a cheeseburger, folks. There ' s no doubt in
my mind that they will go through
with their evil plans and turn that
building into a monument honoring processed meat on a bun.
Who benefits from such a
monstrosity? In my humble opin ion , no one .

Do Students' Oninions Count?
J.

Manor, The Old Gym, and Student Self-Determination

I

by !Matt Dineen

THE WEEK BARD students returned
from Winter Break the Peer
Counselors met with Leon Botstein
to discuss , among other things,
the transformation of the Manor
Lounge into a restaurantjcate , and
the resulting relocation of stu dents currently residing on the
dorm ' s f i rst floor. At this meeting
one of the PC's warned that stu dents are going to react negatively
to this news just as they did last
semester when the future destruct i on of the Old Gym was
announced . Leon , of course, was
outraged by this suggestion, urging
the students to stop being ' chil d ren." Leon would prefer we
f ocus our energy on more " important ' i ssues and not interfere with
the administration ' s efforts to
improve this college .
Leon ' s response is reveal i ng. The Old Gym and Manor
issues are connected because they
both illustrate the sense of powerlessness among students here,
and how these recent measures to
'i mprove ' Bard are not based in
our interests.
In both cases, fundamen tal decisions that will radically
affect student life were made without the consideration of students '
opinions or reactions; we were
given one choice: to accept these
changes . Students were forced to
accept the demolition of the historic Old Gym , and we are now
forced to accept that the Manor
Loun ge will soon be a
restaurant/cate . In both cases we

were also presented with the illusion of agency as students can
now give · input, after these devastating decisions were made.
Bard students have been
collectively labeled apathetic.
However, this apathy is a product
of the college ' s decision -making

forcing students to relocate their
rooms half way through the school
year to build this cate? We are told
for safety and security reasons,
etc. there must be a food service
on North Campus. If this were real ly for students then couldn't the
renovations wait until the summer
when students
are not living in
Manor anymore?
It .is pretty clear
why the renovations must be
done before the
summer though:
to coincide with
the opening of
the Performing
Arts Center. This
way, summer visitors for the
music festival
can enjoy
gourmet lunches
and lattes.
Will Bard students remain
powerless? Will we obey Leon's
orders to accept these changes
that deeply affec.t our lives? Will
we embrace the false security of
having "in put " after the fact, with
no genuine self-determination? I
think we deserve more. As C.
Wright Mills once exclaimed:

Students were lead
to believe we have
no power 1n determ1n1ng our lives.
But we do.
structure; students were lead to
believe we have no power in determining our lives. But we do .
This is what Leon fears.
Associated with this sense
of powerlessness that these recent
changes have raised is that they
do not reflect the students' interests. The Old Gym issue is obvious, because it is the destruction
of the most important student
space on campus ... but what about
Manor Lounge? Despite that
Manor Lounge is another historic
and revered student space, the
most unjust aspect of this plan is
the timing and the related circum stances .
Why now? Why is Bard

Freedom is not merely the opportunity to do as one pleases; neither is it merely the opportunity to
choose between set alternatives .
Freedom is, first of all, the chance
to formulate the available choices,
to argue over them-and then, the
opportunity to choose .

Welcome to McBard ...
Will the Golden Arches Greet You Next Fall?
by !Ben Dangl

I

Leon Botstein ' s deci s i on to turn Manor Lounge
into Cafe . Manoir is actually
an attempt to divert atten t i on from new changes about
to be implemented at Bard .
After a recent donation from
Nuclear Warheads Inc., all
of the trees · near the
Hudson River are to be
clear - cut and in their place

a roller coaster will be con structed in the shape of a
giant bow tie. Students will
be able to pay for rides in
Bard bucks.
After that Christmas
will be outlawed , gym will
be made mandatory and the
handle that the vandals took
will be replaced so that the
water from the pump can be
sold in plastic bottles at
Starbucks with Bard art on
it.

Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,
I really like this guy and
the sex tells me he likes me
too. How do I take it to the
next level without sca ring
him?
- Stacey Grenock

A surefire way to push a
relationsh i p forward is to
move outside the bedroom .
Spend in g qual ity kicks
together will bu ild an emotional status that will prevent
your honey from frightfully
running off. . But instea·d he
can comfortab-ly be drawn
closer w i thout be ing pulled
forcefully in.
·
Dear Miss Lonelyhearts ,
" My guy fi"iends ,- asked me
the other day If I would
th ink i t was strange tor a
boy·frlend to sha ve ... qown
there. ·Should a man?
- Thelm·a PacJ otti

Do · you U ke. ' shav·ed faces?
Oo you iik e shaved -heads?
Shaved armpits? Shaved
legs? Shaved arms? Shaved
-h·e s t-s?- S-1'1 a v:e-d-- b1t'c'k s"! ll'-se it her a matter of preference , I
o:c ,, going too far .

I

I

Dear Miss Lonelyhearts ,
Is it possible 1o give too
much attention to the
breasts?
- Linda Esquire

No one's arguing with
you, breasts are an exquisite
invention, superior in design,
unparalleled in performance .
But if you spend too much
time pondering them , women
are likely to think you were
weaned too soon . It ' s best to
stagge-r your attention to the
breasts , checki·ng back with
the.m like an attent ive writer .

DearMisslonelyhearts
@hotrnail.com
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C'MON CREED!

If you haven't been
able to witness it yourself, or
you haven't heard from an
enthused fan or player, the
men ' s basketball team is on a
roll ! Their record so far is 8-10,
which is the best since 1991!
The improvement in the team
can be attributed to a few
things . One is the new coach ,
Chris Wood , who believes that
"[they ' re ] proving that athletics
has a place on campus along
with Bard ' s high academic standard. " Wood ' s positive attitude,
along with some talented players has brought the team to
another level this year. The
team is up to ten players , which
is really great considering at
the first practices there were
only four. Since winter break , a
few new people have joined the
team , which has also helped
them out a bit.

recruited some new players during the break. While it is true
that a few new players entered
the court this semester, it isn't
true that Coach Wood went out
searching the country for them.
The two new players , Nick
Henderson and Andrew
McCormack were looking into
Bard for academic reasons and
were also interested in playing
basketball. They talked to th e
coach a bit and in the end
decided to come here and play
basketball while simultaneously
being enriched by Bard 's academic atmosphere. Nick is a
freshman from Blue Hill, Maine,
who transferred from Antioch
College and Andrew is a junior
from Blue Po i nt , NY, who transferred f rom SUNY Stony Brook .
Nick is a shooting guard and

Andrew is a point guard.
The current champ of
the Bard team is Adam Turner.
He was recently ranked among
the top 10 in the country for
Division Ill for points and
rebounds. He also received the
Hudson Valley Men 's Athletic
Conference "Player of the week '
award for the second time this
season. His average of 23
points and 8 rebounds per
game helped him win this title .
Ad am was awarded this title
earlier in the season as well .
Ada m also broke the Bard
record of the highest number of
points scored by a single person in a game. Ada m's new
record is 45 , which beats the
old record of 4 2. The old record
was established in 1989. Way
to go Adam! There will be an
article in the Kingston Freeman
soon about Adam, so get your

The best games recently have been the one against
Hampshire (in which Bard won
98-35) and the first half of the
game against Polytechnic
University (unfortunately Bard
lost this one ). During these two
games , Bard went out strong,
played as a team , made lots of
shots , and had good defense .
The games were fast paced and
Bard gave it everything they
had. Bard ' s last home game is
against Hampshire on February
19th , so hopefully the rematch
will be just as good as the first
time around!
A few concerns have
been brought up about the
men's basketball team this
year. One issue deals with the
fans. The attendance has been

... continued on page. 13...

KEEP PUNCHING WITH SEAN SULLNAN

12

Well , so far this year we've had three elite
fighters take on some tough challenging foes,
ea ch f ight eoding in very distinct ways. The first
fi ght of the year took place down under in
Austra li a . as the i r prem ier boxer, Kostya Tszyu
showcased himself off to his hometown fans for
t he first time (and possibly the last time) in many
years . Once he became a form idable challenger
an d th en cha mp io n at th e jun ior-welterwe ight limit
of 140 lbs ., Tszyu primarily foug ht all his fights on
Ameri can so i l. His opponent this past January,
Jesse James Leija , a former champ ion hi mself,
put up a good fight, though noth ing that put
Kostya i n any danger of losing. Leija gave it all he
had until the punishment through six rounds took ·
a toll on his ear. He did not come out for the seventh stanza. cit i ng a busted eardrum . which fum bled his equilibr i um . Tszyu could be fight i ng New
Jerseys famous brawler Arturo 'Thunder' Gatti in
his next fight. Tszyu-Gatti would be an amazing
s lugfest. with two fighters who come straight at
the i r opponent all night long refusing to back
down .
Later on in January Vern o n Fo rre st , the
WBC welterweight (147 lbs.) champion, fought
WBA champion , Ricardo Ma yorga, in a unification
fight. With two back-to-back impressive victories
over 'Sugar '
Shane Mosley,
Forrest was
hailed as the
next big thing,
that is until a
right hand
smashed into his
face knocking
him down and
out in the third
round. Vernon
was supposed to
dominate utilizing
his superior box - ing skills , but
i nstead . he opted
to brawl with the
Nicaraguan slugger, Mayorga , and it cost hi m
severely. Vernon would like an immediate

1
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rematch to remedy his
current predicament with
a victory of his own .
Shane Mosley ,
himself, just returned to
the ring February 8th
putting on another seven
pounds to move up to the
junior-middleweight division (154 lbs .) where
WBC -WBA champion ,
Oscar De la Hoya , awaits .
However, a proposed
September rematch with
the Golden Boy will have
to wait, as Mosley and
his opponent , Raul
Marquez, a buddy of
Oscar's , banged heads a
little too often in the
fight, causing nasty lacerations above bot h
Marquez ' s eyes. The referee was forc ed to stop
the fi ght in the third
round due to Marquez
def iant claiming Mosley never hurt him , nor was
not being able to see with all that blood dr i pping
he impressed with Mosley 's speed .
into his eyes .
IRON MIKE TYSON is ba ck in the news
The fight was
once aga in. He has a fight coming up February
ruled a No
22nd versus the game Clifford Etienne , back in
Contest,
Memphis , Tennessee, the same venue where he
because it did
lost to Lenno x Lewis in his last bout , the Pyram id
not go the
Arena casino. Sin ce that unfortunate loss , Tyson
required four
has tried to turn his life around, and recently, with
rounds to
new trainer, Freddie Roach, his i nterest in the
allow a techni game seems to have been rekindled. Roach , a nocal decision ,
nonsense kind of guy, told Tyson he would not put
and nothing
up with any bullshit and to not waste hi s time.
really was
Tyson , understand i ng he is approach in g his last
proven.
chance at a comeback, has apparently been a
However,
willing and ready st ud ent. He got rid of that
Mosley
entourage of clowns that paraded around chant in g
appeared to be
all the time, which was certainly a distraction for
getting the bet- Tyson . Despite whatever he may be feeling , Tyson
ter of Marquez
listens and follows
and would have scored a knockout victory if the
... continued on page 13...
Roach 's instruction.
fi ght were to have progressed . Marquez remained

Iron Mike Tyson
. is back in the
•

news once again.
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Keep·.-·Punching ...
... continued from page 12... It's wise to listen to
Roach, as he is one
of the most secisoned trainers around today. For
example, one day in training, Tyson went through
ten rounds of strenuous sparring, and that cou pled with the rest of his training that day, caused
him to throw up at the end of the last round .
Tyson said he was finished for the day, but Roach
would have none of it. Freddie told him he still
had one more round to go, and to that Tyson ,
exhausted, exclaimed , "Fuck you! " Still, Tyson got
back in the ring and had another great round,
pract icin g his combinations, looking impressive .
Combinations, Roach complained, have been missing from Tyson's repertoire in his last few fights ,
so together they ' ve been working to get Tyson
putting his punches in bunches. His weight for
the past few fights has also been a bit on the
hefty side, reaching close to 240, however, he is
already way down in weight, nearing his ideal in
the 220's . He weighed in at 222 over a week ago,
so that is a definite improvement.
His previous trainer, Ronnie Shields , who
trained him for the Lewis fight, is an excellent and
well-respected trainer. He just didn ' t have the
type of attitude that Tyson needed in a trainer,
one who will push him farther than he thinks he
can go and not give in when Tyson says ' Enough ' s
enough. ' Freddie Roach is exactly that type of
trainer. Roach used to be a fighter as well, and

trained under the legendary Eddie Futch , the man
who took Joe Frazier and Riddick Bowe to the
heavyweight championship. Roach does not let
Tyson bully him, and he shouldn't as he is in
charge, he is the trainer. Freddie commented, "He
told me he
hasn ' t
trained this
hard since
Cus
D'Amato ."
D'Amato,
of course,
was the
man who
discovered
Tyson
those many
years ago
in a youth
center for
troubled
kids, and
set him on the path toward championship stardom. Roach continued, "One of my biggest challenges is getting inside his head, I do .have to
deal with Tyson questioning himself. He's very
hard on himself and wants to do things perfectly
all the time. I tell him that boxing is not always
perfect. Boxing is about 90 percent mental. He

I

still has enough speed and power to beat a lot of
the heavyweights out there. He needs to work
behind the jab. He still has good speed, so I'm
just trying to get him back to throwing the combinations." With the Etienne bout back in the
Pyramid , look for
Mike Tyson to be resurrected and on his
way to a rematch with
Lennox Lewis.
In Football , there
was that Super Bowl
XXXVll in January.
The Oakland Ra iders
lost out to the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers in a
pretty action-packed
game , but throughout
there was really no
doubt the Buccaneers
were dominating their
way to certain victory.
The final score was
48-21, and the victory gave Tampa Bay their first
Super Bowl ring in their 27-year franchise history.
Tampa Bay's Dexter Jackson was the game's MVP.
That's too bad because it seems veteran and
Raider Jerry Rice would have liked to have gotten
that award.

.
Look for Tyson to be
resurrected and on his
way to a rematch with
Lennox Lewis.

_J

On a Roll ...
"

... continued from page 12...

the games , and the sportsmanship policy seems to be enfor<,ed
more than ever. There haven 't
been any big incidents, but a few
minor things have come up . Th e
team wan ts to uphold a certain
level of sportsmanship and
respect for the oppos in g teams
an d asks t he fans to do so as
well. Fans are supposed to refrain
from swearing, taunting, and trash
talking at the games.
The other concern deals
with the stat sheets passed out
at the games . The players'

"growth spurt phenomenon,"
Hank Skulstad explained that
it's a psychological factor in the
game . The opposing team sees
the stat sheet and feels intimidated by t he f act that Bard ' s
t eam is "so tall." They in turn
get nervous and mess up during

":\ ....3 =

t he game. In ord er t o ca lc ulate
your hei gh t on t he Bard basketba ll team, "yo u just take your
real height and add 2 or 3 inches," Hank explained. The mystery has been uncovered ...
There are only about 2

heights listed seem a little too

more weeks left in the season ,

tall to be true. Only two players

so get out there and support

are listed as under 6 feet tall,

your boys! Go to the last home

when it is pretty obvious that
many more are (no offense
guys) . When asked about this

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

The Mooney Suzuki "Electric Sweat"

I
I

I

IBY Jacob Cottingham

I

The Mooney Suzuki is a rock 'n' roll band . They've gained some publicity with all this rock revival nonsense, but rest assured
they'd be knocking it out as long as there was Milwaukee's Best Ice to drink. Lord knows there' s nothing pretentious about that. If you
like classic rock but hate the same old shit WPDH always plays, these guys should be on your list.
The album kicks off with the eponymous "Electric Sweat,' who's driving beat combines with a vocal style evocative of Jon
Spencer back in the day. The next song "In a Young Man's Mind" is like early Who, but harder. Simple lyrics, (In a young man's mind
it's a simple world there's a little bit of music and the rest is girls) complimented by guitar chords you can play drunk and
blast,"this song covers the basic rock themes of girls, music and um, young men ... Like I said it's not exactly smart. The
catchiest song is "Oh Sweet Susana" which leads off on a hard strumming acoustic guitar before jumping into some ripping, punk-ish rhythm guitar that mak~s you want to take out your
angst on whatever chump/object is around. Only later you'll find
yourself whistling the pop styled melody. If you like snappy, humable tunes (such as those on Mermaid Ave.) but also like
Zeppelin, this song is straight up your alley.
The first side of the album finishes on some Jeff Beck era
Yardbirds sort of sound, that oddly melodic, dark blues which
made that band distinctive in the early 60's is in full throttle on "A
Little Bit of Love."
The second side of the album is a bit less refined than the
first, although it shows promise for the band in the future . The
songs draw influence from surf-rock and CCR, grunge and all that garage postpseudo-art-rock-crap. Also, they print that the album was recorded by Jim
"Diamond Jim" Diamond. If that's not a nickname, what the fuck is. I wouldn 't
cheat off the Mooney Suzuki on the SATs, but buy this album if you want to have
fun and rawk.
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·Fend for a Professor or
Bring One Down.
The Student Action
Collettive pr-esaits ...

:u~t=::.

ANTI-WAR WEEK
EVENTS
Monday,

2 / 10 :

11

"In

Scott Ritter on weapons
Tea.ch- In . "Iraq: 12

:inEp:rticns in Iraq.

Years of Sanctions"
Student Action Center
(Old Gym Basement)
8:00 pm

Weis Cinema (Campus
Center)
6:00 pm

Tuesday,

war

2 / 11 :

Friday, 2/14 :
Pre-Protest Rally and
Sign-M3king Party!
Old Gym
3 : 00 pm

Fonnn on the History
of Arrerican War :
Multipurpose Room
(Campus Center)
8:00 pm

1 y.

Anti-

Poetry!

Manor Lounge
8: 30 pm

*GENERAL NYC
PROTEST MEETING*
Old Gym
6: 30 pm
BE '!HERE! Or call
x4057

Wednesday,

-

([I]
~1 [®

Sat urday,

=1::

2 / 12:

Student Action
Collective :Meeting
Student Action Center
7:00 pm

II

2 ; 15 ,

No

to~ 11

info : http: //WMN.unit:Erlfar- M
ill~:1
p:ace. org
•
i,-_
(la:::k foc "B3I:d:or:e cg:ll.IBt M
~ wrr" 1:arr.er ! )
~i,f

The Educational Policies Committee will be
taking oral testimony fbr the
following professors on Thursday, February
13:
Melvin Chen
Kenj i Fujita
Elizabeth Kendall
Andrew Pearlman
John Pjlson
Jennifer Reeves
Joan Retallack
Susan Rogers
Joseph Santore
Dominic Taylor
Dmitri Troyanovsky
Bill Vanaver
Tsu-Yu Tsao
Jean Wagner
Kriota Willberg
Shelly Wyant
Judith Youett
Come to Kline Commons next Thursday,
Webruary 13 during the day and at dinner
,time, and give your opinion of these professors. Your voice is important. Use
it.
/?:~ Juliet Morrison
w'Chair, Educational Policies Committee

'"·~~
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ATTA FE
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absolutleyfresh
authentic mexican food
tMlil fl'f 845.757.4100
www.santafotlvoll.com

Adventures in Bardland
By Emily Sauter
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Staff box.
bylMadame Babarosky-Smith

Editors-in-Chief: Elizabeth Daley
Jamie Newman

I

Sagittarius: November 22- December 21
Now is the time to let those dirty little secrets out.
Everybody's ready to hear what you 've got to say.

Things are hazy for you, the things you want, you can't quite
see. You're losing sight of what is really important and that
will continue for at least three weeks. But don't stop looking.
The moment you stop looking, the fog may lift, but it won 't
matter because you won't see anything that you want.

Plan something big for next month, this one is going to be
slow and painful but if you make the proper plans now, you 'll
have a reward waiting for you. Ask a few of those oft' missed
friends of yester-year to come along with you ... the memories
will be fantastic.

Play with all things less smart than you this
month, it'll make you feel better. Cats,
dogs, small children the whole kit and
caboodle.

A&E Editor: Elizabeth Daley
News.Editor: Tom Mattos

Leo: July 22-August 22

Someone from your past is thinking of you . They're trying to
find a way to approach you via phone, letter, email, fax or
telepathic methods. But they're afraid that you don't want to
hear what they have to say or that you don't even remember
them at all. But you do remember and you do want
~
to hear, help them out a little and contact
thElm . It's courageous to take a step like
this, but the relationship will be well worth
the risk.

Sports .Editor: Sean Sullivan
Opinions Editor: Michael Marlin, Jr.
Photo Editor: Anya Rosenfeld ,
Illustrative Maestro: Braden Lamb,
lllustrationistador: Laurence Laufer

Virgo: August 23-September 21

Pisces:Fe bruary 18-March 19

After a lot of ha rd work, frustration
and sadness you 're in for some
relief. Take a week-end to do something unexpected, considered as
such by both yourself and others. And
watch out for a woman in a green coat,
she has vital information for you ...the
run-in you 'll have with her will change your
life.

Watch out who you trust this
month. this includes yourself.
Everyone's opinions and actions
are suspect. Your perceptions will
be a bit off this month, just as
many a person's sentiments may
be a little less than earnest. Stay
focused on one or two things and let
things just roll right off of your back.

Aries: March 2 0-April 1 9

Copy Editors: Justine Goodman
Armando Mastrogiovanni
·
Astrof'c5gical Consultant: Madame
Babarosky-Smith

Writers who make it happen:
Ben DangJ, Hank Skulstad, Matt
Dinee,n, Gabriel Mulcahy, Heather
C!atke;. Marissa Lombardo, Bjorn
Qu9.n?moen1 .JP ·Kingsbury, Kate
Waters,·Maren Keeley, Henry Casey;
Ghelsea-Ooyle, Jacqueline !:-a-Duke, ' ~ 1 5
Andreis Costa

Libra: September 22-0ctober 22

You're good people full of promise and energy. Now is the
time to harness your goodness, potential and exuberance
into one huge force to be reckoned with . You 've got shit to
do, you always do ... kick it into high gear and get it done, and
get it done right. You have it inside you and the planets are
aligning to give you the' optimum amount of success any one
person could ever want.

A new purchase in your life will change the way you do
almost everything. But some things don't necessarily need
to be changed. Beware your enthusiasm, check it, even, for
some th.ings once changed can never go back to the way
· they were, no matter how ha rd you t ry.

, ,..

Scorpio: October 23-Noveml1er 21
I see a weekly meeting of the minds in your future. A game
played, a beverage consumed, a substance smoked and
laughter had. Stay true to this weekly meeting, it may just be
the 'balance' your life needs. And, this may also be a month
in which you won't want to look up at the sky too - - - much ... the planets foresee bird shit.
··

Taurus: April 20-May 19
There will be times this month when you'll feel like one of
those little trench children in the Jardin du Luxembourg,
going round and round on a dinky merry-go-round with a
stick in your hand, trying to get that elusive golden ring. Your
tenacity won't let you down. And remem ber, even when that
snotty nosed little boy who pushed you down gets the
ring.... they always put a pretti er one back on .

,..
...,e

Executive Senior A&E Editor:
Michael Morini

Cancer: June 21-July 21

Capricorn:December 22-January 19

Aquarius:January 20-February 17

Senior Editors: Jacob Cottingham
Michael Marlin, Jr.

Gemini:May 20-June 20

This 1s a time for shedding unnecessary baggage. You've
been lugging more than your fair share of carry-0n sacks for
far too long. Think of all your unresolved issues as the trinkets that make your bag (i.e. life) heavy and at times unbearable ...now do you need those trinkets? No, I think not. And
watch out when crossing streets, make sure to look left and
right, this month there are going to be a lot of fender benders, you don't want to be caught in the middle of one.
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Manor to Get New Cafe
by Jamie Newman, p. 2
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You 've heard the rumors. Now get the facts ...
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Cannan Can Do . .. by Tom Mattos, p. 3
The Dean of Students returns ...
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Developing a Career
by Jacob Cottingham p. 3
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Bard gets a Director of Career Planning. Finally.
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The Hours (movie review)
by Elizabeth Daley p. 7
Reading this review is almost as good as seeing the movie.
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Monster Truck Rally
by Marissa Lombardo, p. 5
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The Guy at Kline, p. 11
See your fellow Bard students respond on the spot to a random question.
Courtesy Jamie Newman & Michael Morini.
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Do Students ' Opinions Count?, p. 10
by Matt Dineen
Manor development brings back familiar issues...

Sports! pp. 13-14
Men 's basketball and Keep Punching with Sean Sullivan .
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